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ABSTRACT:
This article presents a method of the error reducing control in SLS machine. When While processing the rapid prototyping, there are parameters that impact the SLS machine such as: temperature and volume, trajectory, velocity and laser intensity. Therefore, we need a these parameters coordinated control method to process more exactly. This paper presents The Fuzzy Control Method to help we achieve highly accurate results when process with SLS machine.
CONTROL METHOD

Model of SLS machine
SLS machine has major components as follows:
laser scanning control block, laser source block, heater halogen lights block, heat sensors block, lifting block, roller blocks, machines block [3] . In addition, the laser power is controlled via block uc2000, we characterized the power output is P (% power 0-100%). In the processing, the system is also heated by halogen lamps (Ha) and heat value (Tc) is fedback through the heat sensor. The objectives of the control functions are:
-Go over the plan point with the velocity V, acceleration a, the focal distance f, intensity P and the temperature accordingly T.
-But we know that when the focal distance is changed that will affect the power. So we need to establish the relationship F / P. Clearly when the F changes with ratio k, it will make the laser ray diameter is changed with k ratio and value of the area will be 2 k , that means F / P is proportional to 1 / k.
-In the process, we will try to take the lowest acceleration for smooth surfaces ➔ amin -So the function is f (V, A, F / P, T). Regarded as parameters V, A, F will be the information exported from the standard STL file of the control software, so we need to change the parameters P and Q signals suitable heating environment. The result after processing with fuzzy method: Figure 5 . The result after processing Fuzzy control method increased the precision: 1mm to 0.1mm by using calibration algorithm. 
CONCLUSION
